
FURTHER NOTES ON THE GREEK JUMP.

IN my last article I tried to show that there is no adequate evidence
for the statement that the Greek frequently jumped fifty feet or more, and
still less for the theories of a 'triple jump' or a 'hop, skip, and jump,'
which have been suggested simply to explain such a record. Other mis-
conceptions are due to the same cause. The old idea, that the rods which so
frequently occur in vase-paintings of the palaestra are jumping-poles, has
been long since abandoned, and they are now recognised as akontia, or
possibly measuring rods (Kavoves). On a black-figured kelebe in the British
Museum J (Fig. 1), we see a bearded athlete carefully laying down rods as if to
measure a jump, while another with rods in his hands watches him. The other
figures are a diskobolos, akontistes, and flute-player. If we can connect the
kneeling figure with the jump, we have a typical Pentathlon scene, but as the
akontion is frequently represented as a plain rod without a point, the precise
object of these rods is sometimes difficult to determine. They may be
akontia, or they may be measuring rods, and possibly they served for both
purposes; at all events no one now regards them as jumping-poles.

But it is still sometimes stated that the Greeks used a springboard.
That the springboard (Treravpov) was known to the Greeks and was used by
acrobats, is shown by the literary evidence and by the monuments,2 but
there is not the slightest indication that it was used by athletes either
in practice or in competition. Nor are we justified in saying that the Greeks
jumped from a height. French and German writers, following Dr. Krause,8

'tell us that the Greeks practised the various forms of jump known to the
modern gymnasium, the high jump, the long jump, and the deep jump. But
beyond Dr. Krause's authority the evidence in literature and art for any form
of jump except the long jump is practically non-existent. We have a single
passage from Seneca, who speaks of' saltus vel ille qui corpus in altuin levat
vel ille qui in longum mittit vel ille, ut ita dicam, saliaris aut ut con-
tumeliosius dicam, fullonius.' i Such a statement is no evidence as to the
practice of the Greeks, and even if it were, there is no ground for explaining

1 B. M. Vases, B. 361. v. Inghirami, Mus. Chivs. cxxxii. from a
2 V. Krause, Gymnaslik der Hell. p. 325, Chiusi wall-painting.

]]. 3. For a representation of the springboard 3 Op. cit. 385. 4 Sen. ep. xv.
H.S.—VOL. XXIV. <)
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the ' saltus saliaris ' as a deep jump. The expression would be more appro-
priate to an exercise such as skipping, hopping, or jumping up and down in
the same place, after the manner of a fuller treading clothes, an exercise
actually described by Lucian, and well known in our own physical drill.5

M. de Ridder,6 indeed, enumerates a number of vase-paintings as representing
either the high jump or the deep jump. These will be discussed later;7 for
the present, it is sufficient to say that most of them undoubtedly represent
the long jump, a few possibly represent the high jump, none can possibly
represent the deep jump. On the other hand, we know that the long

FIG. 1.—B. F. KELEBE. B.M. 361.

jump formed part of the Pentathlon, and we know of no other competition
in jumping. Moreover, the silence of Philostratus, Aristotle, and other writers
who mention the long jump is strong evidence that if, as is not unlikely, the

6 Anacharsis, 4 avairrjSaiffii> Siinrtp Beovres iirl

TOV aorov fj.4voVTes KaX is rh &va> aruvaWofievoi

Xa.Kri(oviriv rbv ae'pa. Perhaps the ball-exercise
represented on an Attic sepulchral vase,
published in B.C.H. vii. PI. 19, is of this
character. The treading of the clothes i

represented on the wall paintings of Ihe
Fullonica at Pompeii and on a relief in the,
museum at Sens, i: Schreiber, Atlas, lxxv. 7
13.

6 Dar. Sagl. s.v. Halter.
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Greeks did practise other forms of jumping in the gymnasia, such forms
were considered of quite secondary importance compared with the long jump.
And the reason of this is obvious. Greek athletics were largely utilitarian,
and in a land without hedges and fences the obstacle which a man would
have to jump would be generally a ditch or a stream.8 Hence, the long jump
must have been useful, the high jump useless, except for such physical train-
ing as is described in the passage quoted from Seneca.

Having thus cleared the ground of statements for which there is no
authority, we may proceed to discuss the evidence of the monuments as to
the method and style of the Greek jumper.

I.—The Halteres.

The various forms of halteres have been so carefully examined by
Dr. Juthner9 that it is only necessary to give a brief summary of his results.
The oldest and simplest form is represented by an inscribed halter of lead
found at Eleusis and now in the Museum at Athens. It is merely an oblong
block of metal with slightly concave sides weighing T888 kg., and the inscrip-
tion in which Epaenetus ascribes his success to this halter enables us to
assign it to the early part of the sixth century at the latest.10 On the
earliest black-figured vases the halter appears as a nearly semicircular piece
of metal or stone, with a deep recess in the straight lower side which affords
a grip. The two club-like ends are almost equal, and the effect is that of a
curved dumb-bell. This type does not occur after the sixth century, towards
the close of which we find the halter improved by an increase in the size of
the end held to the front, and a decrease in the hinder part. Numerous
modifications of this type are found on the red-figured vases, differing merely
in the shape of the club-like ends.11 la the later red-figured vases the
actual exercises of the palaestra are seldom represented, but though the
halteres are seldom seen in use they constantly appear lying on the ground
or suspended on the wall by a cord passed round the two smaller ends, as a
symbol of the palaestra in scenes representing the life of the ephebi. To the
few existing specimens of this type of halteres enumerated by Dr. Juthner may
be added a pair in the British Museum (Fig. 2). They are of lead, about 8
inches long, 3 inches wide at the thick end, 1\ inches wide at the grip, and about
half an inch thick. One of them is much damaged, but the other is perfect, and
weighs 21b. 5oz. Side by side with this type in the fifth century we find
another consisting of an oval piece of metal or stone with the ends some-
times pointed, sometimes round, the upper side of which is pierced or
hollowed out so as to afford a grip for the thumb and fingers. The existing
specimens are of stone and considerably heavier than the leaden halteres
which we possess. A pair found at Corinth weigh 2'018 kg. each,32 and a

8 Cp. Luciaii, Anaeh. 27 <xA\& KOI imepak- 10 'E<p. 'Apx- 1883, p . 190.
AerrSai r&ippov ei Siot, % elf TI &X\O efnroSiov, Kal n Jiithner, op. r,U. Tig. 2.
itphs TOVTO affKoivTai i)fuv. u 'E<p. 'Apx- 1883, p . 103.

9 Antike Turngerath'e, pp. 3-13.

o 2
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somewhat similar but more primitive specimen found at Olympia13 weighs as
much as 4-629 kg. or four times as much as the British Museum weights.
This is the type described by Pausaniasu as represented on the statue of
Agon. Elsewhere he speaks of ap%aioi aXrrjpes;15 but whether he means
by this the club-like or the oval type is not clear. Under the Roman
Empire a new cylindrical type of halter makes its appearance.16 This is
merely a long cylinder slightly narrower at the centre than at the ends, and
though very useful for dumb-bell exercises cannot have been as serviceable for
jumping as the older forms. We know, indeed, from Roman writers, and

FIG. 2.—H.VLTBRBS IN BRITISH MUSEUM.

writers on medicine, that at this period halteres were used chiefly as dumb-
bells, and not as jumping weights.17

II.— The Method of Using the Halteres.

The halteres are never mentioned except in connection with the long
jump, or as a means of physical training. We have no literary evidence of
their use as dumb-bells until Imperial times, and the evidence of the monu-
ments as to their use for this purpose in the fifth century is by no means
clear. With regard to their use as jumping-weights the monuments confirm
the evidence of literature that they were used exclusively for the long jump ;
in the only monuments which can possibly represent a high jump the halteres

13 Furtwaugler, Bronzen v. 01. iv. p. 180.
14 Paus. v. 26, 3.
15 id. y. 27. 12, vi. 3. 10.
16 Juthner, op. cit. p. 10, 11.

17 Mart. vii. 67, 5, xiv. 49 ; Seneca, ep. xv.
and lvii. ; Antyll. apud Oribas. vi. 14 ; Galen,
De San. Tn. ii. 9, etc.
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are absent.18 The few representations which we have of the actual jump
leave us in no doubt as to the manner of using them. Two moments are
clearly represented. At the moment of taking off, the hands are swung to the

FIG. 3.--R. F. KYLIX. (From Arch. Zeit. 1884, xvi. 26.)

front, and a Bourguignon kylix shows us the jumper in mid-air, legs and arms
extended forwards to their full extent and almost parallel (Fig. 3J.19 Imme-

FIG. 4.—B. F. AMPHOEA. B.M. B48.

diately before alighting, the arms are forced quickly backwards, a movement
which increases the length of the jump and enables the jumper to land

18 P. 193. Arch. Zeit. 1884. xvi. 2b.
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firmly and securely, the two-fold advantage which, according to Philostratus,
the use of jumping-weights secures. This moment is clearly represented on
the black-figured imitation Corinthian amphora, B.M. B 48, already published
in Vol. II. of this journal (Fig. 4).20 The three vertical lines underneath the
jumper seem, as has been already stated, to represent either pegs or lines drawn
on the sand marking the performances of previous jumpers.21 This appears to
be the natural interpretation of the three curved lines, usually interpreted as
spikes or arrows, on an Etruscan carnelian 22 representing the jump, but here,
though the jumper is on the point of alighting, the hands are still to the

front, and he appears likely to land on all-fours (Fig. 5).
The artist, indeed, appears to have sacrificed truthfulness to
the desire of filling the space at his disposal.

Another attitude generally recognised as representing
the moment before the actual jump is familiar from the
Berlin and British Museum bronze diskoi.23 The athlete
stands with one foot advanced and the halteres held out

FIG. 5.— ETRUSCAN horizontally to the front at arm's length. But the variations
(From Furtwiingler, iJ1 this type and the numerous vases where athletes are

xvii. 42.) depicted bending forward with halteres in their hands have
not, as far as I know, received the attention which they

deserve. Dr. Jiithner sees in this stooping position merely a form of
gymnastic exercise,24 but an examination of the whole series makes this view
very doubtful.

It is obvious that no jumper could take off immediately from the
position shown on the bronze diskoi, and the perception of this difficulty has
induced some writers to regard this attitude also as purely gymnastic, and
therefore as having no connection with the jump. But it would be very
strange that in monuments which clearly represent the various events of the
Pentathlon the jump should be represented by a dumb-bell exercise. The
fact is that this position, though it is not the position immediately preceding
the jump, does form a part of the preliminary swing. In a standing jump it
is usual to swing the arms to the front and back again two or three times, at
the same time straightening and bending the knees, the final spring taking
place as the hands are swinging to the front, and the knees begin to
straighten. With weights, this swing of the hands and the alternate bending
and straightening of the lower limbs are still more important, and these are
the very movements which we can trace in the vase-paintings.

1.—The. Upward Swing.
The beginning of this movement is shown on a vase now lost, but

figured by Dubois-Maisonneuve xvi. 4, and Tischbein v. 90. Here we see a
20 J.S.S. ii. p. 219. The same moment is wangler, Ant. Gein. xvii. 42 = Kvause, op. cit.

represented in a Chiusi wall painting, Inghi- ix. 24, p. 953.
rami, Mus. Chius. cxxv. =Krause, op. cit. ix. 23 Jiithner, op. cit. Fig. 20, 21. Baumeister,
e. 25 f. Fig. 612. Gaz. Arch. 1875, PI. 35.

21 P. 76 of the present volume. 'M Id. pp. 16, 17.
22 Tassie, Pier res Gravies, ii. 46 = F u r t -
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youth with right leg advanced, and body leaning back holding the halteres
low down to the front. The flute-player opposite him shows that this is no
mere gymnastic exercise but the actual jump. For Philostratus expressly
tells us that the Greek jumper was assisted
by the music of the flute.25 An almost
identical scene occurs on a British Museum
vase, E 427 (Fig. 6),26 the only difference being
that the arms are slightly higher.27 This posi-
tion cannot possibly belong to the downward
swing, for a few experiments with a pair of
dumb-bells will convince anyone that if the
body is leaning backwards in the downward
swing, it is most difficult to preserve the
balance, and the force of the return swing is
thereby impaired. It follows that whenever FIG. 6.—R. F. PELIKE. B.M. E427.
the body is leaning backwards the movement
of the halteres must be upwards. The figure on the B. M. diskos is still
inclined backwards, and the hands are slightly above the horizontal. On
a red-figured krater reproduced in the Annali for 1846 M.28 (Fig. 7), the hands
are still higher, and the left foot which is advanced is actually lifted off the
ground in such a way as to suggest that there might actually be a step
forward taken between the upward swing and the downward swing. A single

FIG. 7.—R. F. KRATEK. (From Annali 1816. M.).

vase is hardly sufficient evidence for such a theory, but, as we shall see,
such a movement is quite natural in the case of a running jump. On a
British Museum Panathenaic vase, B134, the halteres are raised above
the head and the arms are slightly bent as in other black-figured vases
to be discussed later. As is usual with Panathenaic vases representing
the Pentathlon the figures have a conventional, processional character, which

25 Qymn. 55, cp. Paus. v. 7, 4 ; 17, 4 ; vi. 1878, xi. =Muuich, 795 ; Bull. d. I. 1856, xx. :
14, 5. Bull. nap. nouv. sir. v. 12.

26 Hancarville, Ant. itr. gr. ct rom. cxxiv. = 28 Cp. Mus, Greg. lxx. 1. a, Arch. Zeit.
Krause, op. cit. ix. 22. 1883, ii., both r.-f. kylikes.

27 Cp. the following r.f. kylikes : Arch. Zeit.
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diminishes their value as evidence. The body is here perfectly upright as it
is in the Berlin diskos and on numerous vases.29 Is the position of the body
in these cases accidental, or are we justified in saying that it marks the
commencement of the downward swing ? Such an inference seems not
improbable when we compare the series of vases on which the downward
swing is certainly represented.

2.—The Downward Swing.

The commencement of the downward swing is clearly shown in the
interior of a red-figured kylix in the Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris oi l 3 0

and on a kylix at Corneto reproduced in Mon. d. I., xi. 24. The position of
the hands corresponds to that in the initial movement of the upward swing,
but the position of the body is reversed, the shoulders being slightly rounded
and the whole movement forwards. This forward inclination of the body
is still more marked on a kylix reproduced by Zannoni,31 showing an
athlete with a robed official opposite him. Another Bologna kylix si shows us the
movement still more advanced (Fig. 8). Two athletes stand on either side of

8.—R. F. KYLIX. BOLOGNA. (From Jiithner.)

an official; they are bending forwards so that their bodies are almost horizontal
and their hands almost touch the ground. Parallel with the athlete on the
left is the familiar fluted pillar, and on the right is a pair of spears or rods.
An almost identical scene occurs on several red-figured kylikes38 in all of
which we see either the pillar, or the spears, or both. The repetition of these
details justifies us in supposing that they represent the ftaTtfp, or take off.
Further, the presence of these details and of the robed official, and the large
number of vases on which this scene occurs, are strong evidence that it is

29 Cp. krater Vienna, 173 = Laborde i. 7 = vase as Zannoni, lxxvii. 1.
Krause, op. cit. xiii. 19, r.f. kylix Gerh.
A. V. 294, B. M. Vases, E 499 = Hancarville, op.
cit. II . 38 = Krause, ix. 20, B. it. Vases, E 96.

30 de Bidder, Catalogue, PI. xxi .
31 Scavi di Bologna, xxxviii. 2.OCiiVI/ a t JJUWg/Utf, AAAV1U. £,, \Jt ir

Jiithner, op. cit. Fig. 16, from the same 332.

83 3£u$. Borb. iii. 13 = Krause, op. cit. xvi.
56, Hartvvig, Meisterschal. lxx. 3 b, Krause,
ix. b. 25 d. For single figures in the same
attitude, v. OerJi. A. V. 294, Pottier Louvre,
G 15, Catalogue of Forman Collection, 1899,
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not, as Jiithner suggests,34 a merely gymnastic exercise. Much less can this
stooping attitude belong, as M. de Bidder35 believes, to the deep jump; for
anyone who started to jump from a height in such an attitude would inevitably
alight upon his nose.

The examples which I have quoted of the upward and downward swings,
though by no means exhaustive, are sufficient to show that the various
positions pass almost imperceptibly into one another, and indeed often occur
together on the same vase.86 Any of them might, were it an isolated example,
pass as a dumb-bell exercise. But, as has been shown, they are all closely
connected, and when we remember that the swinging of the weights is an
essential part of the jump, and remember, too, the importance attached to the
jump by the Greeks, it is surely better to connect a series so numerous and
so carefully graduated with the jump itself than with a mere physical
exercise. If the halteres were freely used as dumb-bells in the fifth
century, it is hard to explain why a simple dumb-bell exercise should have
been so often repeated. At the same time we know that in wrestling the
various movements were taught in the form of drill,87 and it is quite likely
that the same system was applied to jumping and other exercises. If so,
jumpers may often have practised swinging the weights upwards and down-
wards as an independent exercise, and this would, if necessary, explain the
pairs of figures swinging the weights with an instructor between them,
although the artist's love of symmetry is of itself sufficient motive for such
an arrangement. In such a movement, originally practised in connection
with the jump, we may trace the beginning of the use of dumb-bells for
general physical training.

III.—A Standing Jump or a Runnmg Jump.

It lias been generally assumed that the Greek long jump was a standing
jump, and at first sight the vases which I have enumerated as representing
the swing seem to support this view. There are, however, other vases which
clearly depict a run, and a consideration of these will show that the swing is
not inconsistent with such a run as they represent.

First, we have a number of archaic black-figured vases showing an
athlete with halteres walking or running. On a stamnos in the Vatican88 we
see a band of athletes engaged in various sports, one of whom, holding
halteres with his elbows by his side and arms bent at right angles, appears to
be commencing to run. Very similar is the figure on an amphora at
Wiirzburg,39 save that the arms are slightly raised. The actual run is shown
on another Wiirzburg amphora40 on which the flute-player also appears, on a
kyathos in the Bibliotheque Nationale, 354, and on a Panathenaic vase 41 at

34 Op. ML p . 16. 38 Mus. Greg. xvi i . 1. a.
3i D a r . Sag l . loc. oil. ™ G e r h . A . V. 259 .
35 Cp. Mus. Greg. Ixx. 1. a. Gerh. A. V. 40 Gerh. A. V. 260.

294 (Fig. 11). « Mon. d. I. I. xxii. 8, Arch. Zeit. 1881,
37 Grenfell and Hunt, Oxyrhynehus Papyri, ix. 1.

iii. 466. Anth. Pal. ii. 206. Lucian, Asinus, 9.
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Leyden. In all these cases the arms are bent, as in the case of the B.M.
amphora B134 mentioned above. On the Leyden amphora the diskobolos and
akontistes are also running in the same grotesque and exaggerated style, a
fact which diminishes the value of its evidence. There can, however, be no
doubt that the whole series represents the run, the general attitude and
especially the position of the arms being confined to the black-figured vases.
With the red-figured vases the style changes, but the evidence is equally clear.
Connecting the two series is a vase figured by Tischbein iv. 43,42 where the
jumper seems about to start, holding his arms bent close to his sides in a way
which reminds one of the black-figured Vatican vase denoting the same
moment. Another Vatican vase43 shows a jumper with his arms hanging by
his sides just commencing to run. More frequently the arms are held slightly

FIG. 9.—R. F. KYLIX. (From Klein's Evphronios, p. 306.)

in advance of the body, which is somewhat bent forward. The treatment of
the feet in the circular spaces in the interior of a kylix makes it sometimes
difficult to determine whether a figure is really running or not. There is a
tendency to make the line of the feet follow the line of the circle, as can be
clearly seen in the figure on the Berlin diskos. But there can be no doubt that
running is intended on the interior of the following vases : Mus. Ohms. 154. i.
figured KlemEuphronios^.SQG (Fig. 9) ( = Noel des Vergers xxxviii.),Mus.Borb.
xiv.56, Gerh. A.V. 294 (Fig. II).44 The run so depicted is by no means incompat-
ible with the use of the halteres. The modern long-jumper depends principally
on pace, and, as has been pointed out, pace is inconsistent with the use of

42 Krause , op. c.it. viii . 18. Dar . Sagl . loc. dt.
43 Mus. Greg, lxxi i i . 1 b .
44 So too on a vase in the British Museum

depicting Hoplitodromoi, the device on one of
the shields is an athlete running with haltercs,
J.H.S. 1903, 288, Fig. 15.
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halteres. But the Greek jumper certainly does not sprint45: like the modern
high jumper he takes a few short, springy steps, intended to give elasticity to
the limbs, and so to prepare for the final spring. Before he can jump, the
halteres must be swung upwards and then downwards, and therefore a pause is
necessary. This pause is clearly shown on the krater already referred to (Fig. 7).
There we see an akontistes, diskobolos, and two jumpers, all performing to
the accompaniment of a flute-player. The juniper to the left has been already
described, the other is leaning back with elbows forced back, and right leg
forward, checking his pace in the way in which the Hoplitodromos is so often
represented. When we compare this figure with those which denote the
commencement of the upward swing, there can be little doubt that the two
moments are consecutive.

The attitude of the jumper on the left ot this vase suggests, as I have
already remarked, that in a running jump the upward and downward swings
were accompanied by one or more forward strides, and modern experience
confirms this view. In the present day the long jump is seldom practised
with weights, and such weights as are used are not sufficiently hea'wjr to inter-
fere with the pace, but in the high jump weights of five pounds and upwards
are used by professional jumpers, and Mr. George Rowden, who some years
ago held the championship for the high jump, sends me the following
description of the method of using them :—' The jumper starts about fourteen
yards from the posts, taking two-thirds of the distance with short, quick steps,
scarcely swinging the weights at all, after which he takes one or two com-
paratively long, slow strides, swinging the bells together twice, and on the
second swing taking off from the ground as the bells come to the front.'
With heavy weights the run for the long jump would be very similar to that
for the high jump, the chief difference being that while in the high jump the
weights are thrown away at the moment of jumping, in the long jump they
are retained all the time.

We can now reconstruct the Greek long jump.
1. The jumper starts with arms bent, and elbows close to the side.
2. He takes a short run, holding the halteres to the front.
3. On nearing the bater he checks himself by throwing the body back,

immediately swinging the halteres upwards and making a slow stride forward.
4. With the next stride he swings them sharply downwards, bending the

body and the front leg as the arms descend.
5. On the return swing he takes off, shooting both legs to the front, so

that arms and legs are nearly parallel.
6. Before alighting he forces the arms vigorously backwards.
There is, then, no difficulty in reconciling the evidence of the vases with

a running jump. But we need not therefore exclude the standing jump, the
method of which was in many ways similar. In particular, some of the

40 Tho only example to the contrary is on a evidence of little value. Schreiber, Atlas,
Roman mosaic from Tusculum. Its late date xxiii. 10, Mon. d. I. vi. vii. PI. 82.
and the exaggeration of the drawing make its
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figures represented as stooping forward and swinging the bells downwards
are often more appropriate to a standing jump. We may conclude, then, that
both kinds of jump were practised. In the Pentathlon the somewhat doubt-
ful evidence of the Panathenaic vases is slightly in favour of a running jump.

IV.— Variations in the Use of Halteres.
The types which have been discussed seem to represent the method of

using the halteres for the long jump. It remains briefly to consider, and if
possible to explain, the motives of certain variations from these types.

Fio. 10.—E. F. KVLIX. B.M. E 53.

1. On the interior of the Vatican kylix i% we find a variation in the run.
A wreathed athlete is running with halteres, not holding them before him,
but swinging the arms alternately after the manner of the Stadiodromos. It
is the ordinary conventional representation of a runner, the right arm moving
with the right leg, and not as it should do with the left.47 The attitude is a
favourite one on the interior of kylikes,48 and the artist appears merely to
have added a pair of halteres to an ordinary runner, perhaps to show

46 ilftts. Greg. Ixx. 2 b.
47 Pollack in Sippodromiea, p. 50, uses this

as an illustration of the way in which the
Greek artist sometimes sacrifices truth to

artistic effect, and ascribe." to the same cause
a similar inaccuracy in depicting the move-
ments of a horse.

43 E.g. B.M. Vases, E 21, 22.
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that he is a pentathlete, the halteres being the recognised symbol of the
Pentathlon.

A similar explanation may be given of the figures on a red-figured kylix in
the British Museum (Fig. 10),49 where we have two jumpers running forward
and swinging their halteres alternately. On either side of this kylix are a
diskobolos, an akontistes, and a jumper with an instructor. The vase is an
excellent example of the influence of symmetry in the arrangement and the
attitudes of the figures. The jumper is on the left, the instructor one from
the right on each side ; in each case the instructor looks towards the two
figures on his left, while the figure to the right looks towards the instructor.
Finally, in all eight figures there are practically only two attitudes, attitudes

1'IG. 11.—R. F. KYLIX. (B'rom Gerhard A. V. 294.)

typical rather of the diskobolos and akontistes than of the jumper. We
can only conclude that the artist has simply drawn two figures in a favourite
attitude and added to them a pair of halteres, to indicate that they are
jumpers.

Similarly, on a kylix in the Forman Collection50 there is a delightful
little figure moving away to the left, with halteres in his hands, and turning
his head and body round to the right. He certainly has nothing directly
to do with the actual jump, nor have those athletes whom we see carrying

49 B. M. M 58 = Mon. d. I. iv. 33.
50 Catalogue, 332.
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the halteres in one hand or both,61 or stooping down to pick them up.52

In all such cases the halteres are merely added as an attribute of the pent-
athlete, or the jumper.

2. Another slight variation seems due to the desire for artistic effect.
We have seen that the halteres are naturally swung to the front parallel to
one another. When the figure is represented in profile, the effect of the two
arms parallel to each other is as stiff as the effect of a profile drawing with
the feet together. So the artist sometimes {e.g. Fig. 11) draws the arms at
slightly different angles,83 and thus produces a much more pleasing picture.
Yet the variation is due to artistic considerations, not to any difference in the
scene depicted.

3. Lastly we have a few vases which really do seem to show the halteres
used as dumb-bells. In the kylix representing the actual jump (Fig. 3), we see

FJG. 12. R. F. OEKOCHOE. B.M. E 561.

another athlete to the left swinging the bells sideways left and right.54 He
strides forward with his right foot, his arms level with the shoulders. His
right arm is bent towards his breast, while the left is extended, and his head
is turned towards the left. On a Berlin kylix figured by Krause 55 we have
the reverse of this scene, with the right arm extended and left bent. The-
drawing of both these figures is remarkable for its vigorous action. Less
vigorous but essentially similar is a figure reproduced by Jiithner from a
drawing in the Roman Institute.56 The attitude is one which is generally
associated with the akoutistes, but the drawing in the first two
vases is so vigorous that we can hardly explain it as merely an akont-

51 Arch. Zeit. 1883, ii. Gerh. A. V. 271. 53 Gorh. A.V. 294. Arch. Zeit. 1884, xvi.
Stackelberg, Grab, der Hell. xii. xxiv. 5. M Arch. Zeit. 1884, xvi.
B. M. Vases, B. 576, 691, E 499. B. M. m Op. cit. ix. b. 25 h.
Bronzes, 668. 56 Jiithner, op. cit. Fig. 10 = Apparat des Rom.

5a 11. M. Vases, E 5, Gerh. A. V. 39. Inst. ix. 68 (1836).
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istes with halteres substituted for the akontion. The exercise of swing-
ing the dumb-bells alternately right and left is a familiar one in the
modern gymnasium, and is especially valuable for developing arid giving
flexibility to the muscles of the shoulder, the muscles which are
particularly important in throwing the diskos and akontion. It seems,
therefore, only natural that some such exercise should have been employed by
athletes training for these events, just as the jumper may have often prac-
tised swinging the bells upwards and downwards in the manner actually
required in the jump. This view is confirmed by the drawing on a red-
figured oenochoe in the British Museum, E 561 (Fig. 12), which represents a
different moment in the same swing. On opposite sides of a pillar stand an
athlete with halteres and a robed spectator or official. The former is leaning
to his left with the head turnecHowards his right hand. The arms are not,
however, horizontal, but the central moment of the swing is depicted when
the arms are still swinging on either side of the body.

We may conclude, then, that the pentathlete in the fifth century did
use the halteres for developing the special muscles required for the jump, the
diskos, or the akontion. These exercises were subsequently adopted by
trainers and medical men, and incorporated by them in their systems of
physical training.

V.—Jumping without Hcdteres.

Aristotle in his Problems57 discusses the question why the pentathlete
jumps further with halteres than without them. Even if we had no such
direct evidence the monuments leave us no doubt that, whatever was the case
at athletic festivals, jumping without weights was certainly practised in the
gymnasia. Dr. Hauser, in his articles on the Tubingen bronze, has collected
all the vases illustrating such a jump in support of his theory as to the
position of a runner at the start. In discussing the footrace I tried to
show the fallacy of classing these vases with the Tubingen bronze, and
suggested that they really represented jumping without the halteres.68

On a vase given by Krause69 we see a youth with feet together, knees
bent, and hands stretched to the front, standing on a low bema, ready to
jump. In front of him is a low pillar, and Krause supposes that he is
preparing to jump over it. The attitude, however, is at least as appropriate
to a long jump as to a high jump, and unfortunately for Krause's theory the
interior of a red-figured Munich kylix shows an almost identical figure, but
in this case the pillar is behind him.60 The pillar, then, cannot represent the
object to be cleared. The same figure but without the pillar appears on a
roughly drawn kylix in the British Museum, E 101. Still better is the
figure on a red-figured pelike,61 belonging to Dr. Hauser, opposite to whom
stands a robed official stretching out his hand with a gesture of command.

6,

v v. 8. 60 J.H.S. loc. cit. F i g . 4.
58 J.H.S. 1903, p. 272. 61 J.H.S. loc. cit. Fig. 3.
59 Op. cit. ix. 2 3 .
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There can be no doubt that these figures represent jumpers, but whether long-
jumpers or high-jumpers, we cannot say for certain. What is certain is that
here we have a standing jump, whereas we saw that the evidence of the vases
was in favour of a running jump with halteres. Perhaps we may add to these
vases a bronze in the Museum at Athens62 which, as far as can be judged from
its mutilated condition, represents the same attitude.

The interpretation of the second group quoted by Dr. Hauser is not so
'certain. A Leyden krater shows us a youth striding forward with his arms
stretched out horizontally (Fig. 13).63 Before him we see another youth holding

a skapane, and a pillar. Martin Faber suggests
tliat this is an illustration of the two ' Sprung-
schritte' which, according to Fedde, formed
part of the triple jump. Now Fedde is trying
to explain the jump of Phayllus in the Pen-
tathlon, and there is no doubt that in the
Pentathlon halteres were used. Unfortunately,
in this vase the halteres are wanting, and
therefore it cannot be used in support of his
theory. The attitude, save for the exaggerated
stride, resembles that of the jumper on the

Berlin diskos. A similar position occurs on an Athenian skyphos,64 showing
a bearded athlete and an official on either side of a pillnr. The athlete
stands with his feet less widely apart, apparently waiting for the command,
or receiving instructions from the official, who stretches out his hand towards
him. Again, on a Bologna skyphos65 published by Zannoni we see the same
attitude twice. The details of the officials, the pillar, the skapane make it
certain that the motive is athletic, and the analogy of the vases representing
jumpers with halteres suggests that there, too, we have athletes preparing
for the jump, presumably, as in the jump with halteres, a long jump. We
may conclude, then, that the Greeks did practise jumping without halteres,
that they practised thus a standing jump, certainly a long jump, and possibly
a high jump.

My thanks are due to Mr. Cecil Smith for permission to publish various
vases in the British Museum, to Professor Furtwangler for his kindness in
enabling me to reproduce the gem, Fig. 5, and to Mr. George Rowden for
much information about modern jumping.

E. NORMAN GARDINER.

FIG. 13.—KRATER. LFA'DF.K.

(From Arch. Zeit. 1881, ix. 2.)

<>3 De Ridder, Catalogue, n. 750.
• f" Arch. Zeit. 1881, ix. 2.

«4 Jakrbueh, 1895, p. 186, Fig. 8.
65 Scan di Bologna, xxii.
'•<> The following records may be of interest.

Running long jump without weights, 24 ft.
l l f in. Running long jump with weights, and

off a board, 29 ft. 7 in. Mr. Rowden considers
that Howard who did this performance would
not have jumped more than 2J ft. without as-
sistance. High jump without weights, 6 ft.
5 | in. ; with weights, 6 ft. 8J in. Mr. Rowden
estimates that the weights were worth an extra
foot.




